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A defogger , demister , or defroster is a system to clear condensation and thaw frost from the
windshield , backglass, or side windows of a motor vehicle. It was invented by German
automobile engineer Heinz Kunert. For primary defogging, heat is generally provided by the
vehicle's engine coolant via the heater core ; fresh air is blown through the heater core and then
ducted to and distributed over the interior surface of the windshield by a blower. This air is in
many cases first cooled down and dehumidified by passing it through the vehicle's operating
air conditioning evaporator. Such dehumidification, when followed by a reheating, makes the
defogging more effective and faster, for the dry warm air has a greater capacity of absorbing
water from the glass at which it is directed with respect to the moist warm air provided by the
heater alone, and the dry cold air provided by the air conditioning system alone. However,
whenever the vehicle is equipped with an air conditioning system, care must be taken to keep it
in an operational state for the primary defogger to operate optimally. Also, at very low ambient
temperatures, the air conditioning system might not turn on, in order to prevent possible
compressor damage. In modern vehicles, running this type of defogger often automatically
switches the air conditioning system on, without further action required. When power is applied,
these conductors heat up , thawing ice and evaporating condensation from the glass. These
conductors may be composed of a silver-ceramic material printed and baked onto the interior
surface of the glass, or may be a series of very fine wires embedded within the glass. The
surface-printed variety is prone to damage by abrasion , but can be repaired easily with a
conductive paint material. Resistive-heat defoggers are usually equipped with an automatic
timer to operate for a set time period of 10 to 15 minutes before switching off. This is because
most defogging is achieved within that timeframe, after which the vehicle's heater has usually
brought the interior of the vehicle to a warm enough temperature that the fog does not recur.
However, if this is not the case, the driver may activate the system again once it has timed out.
There is usually a telltale on the vehicle dashboard , often on the defogger switch, to let the
driver know. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses of the term, see Defrosting.
This article does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. A front windshield
defroster left and A rear window defroster right symbol. Categories : Windows Vehicle
technology. Hidden categories: Articles lacking sources from September All articles lacking
sources. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Rear Window is a
American made-for-television crime-drama thriller film directed by Jeff Bleckner. The teleplay by
Larry Gross and Eric Overmyer is an updated adaptation of the classic film of the same name
directed by Alfred Hitchcock which was based on the short story "It Had to Be Murder" by
Cornell Woolrich. Quadriplegic Jason Kemp, a former architect who now uses a wheelchair,
relieves the boredom of his daily existence by engaging in voyeurism , a pastime that allows
him to spy on his neighbors from the rear window of his apartment. When he witnesses sculptor
Julian Thorpe viciously beat his wife Ilene, he reports the incident to and the police remove him
from his home. Thorpe is released the following day, and that night Jason Kemp hears a
blood-curdling scream from the courtyard. From that moment on, Ilene is missing from her
apartment, apparently replaced by another woman. Jason, certain she was murdered by her
husband, tries to convince his colleague Claudia, nurse Antonio, and friend Charlie that his
suspicion is true. Thorpe slowly comes to the realization that Kemp is fully aware of his crime,
and engages him in a deadly game of cat and mouse in an effort to silence him forever. The role
of Jason Kemp was the first film for Christopher Reeve following the Memorial Day fall from
horseback riding that left him paralyzed. Scenes detailing his character's rehabilitation were
based on his own physical therapy experiences. On the set the actor reached a personal
milestone: speaking without being plugged into his ventilator for the first time. In his review in
Entertainment Weekly , Ken Tucker said, "Reeve's real-life tragedy lends true fear to the scene
in which the bad guy cuts off Jason's air-supply tube. But the problem here isn't Reeve's
performance so much as it is the slack, awkwardly updated, and frequently confusing teleplay
by Eric Overmyer and Larry Gross. The production also could have used a supporting character
with the vim and vinegar of the original's Thelma Ritter. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
Rear Window Promotional poster. David V. Rotten Tomatoes. Retrieved June 10, Films directed
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as PDF Printable version. Promotional poster. Eric Overmyer Larry Gross. Golden Globe Award.
Best Actor â€” Miniseries or Television Film. Screen Actors Guild Award. She also had a regular
role in the â€” sitcom Harrigan and Son. Darcy was born in Brooklyn, New York. Darcy's mother
urged her to become a stripper , just like her character in Rear Window , to make a "fast buck".
At age 16, [ unreliable source? In , she was cast in Rear Window. She did not even know who
Hitchcock was and did not consider herself an actress. Hitchcock selected her based on a
publicity photo of her wearing a black leotard and green feather boa. Jefferies Jimmy Stewart , a
wheelchair-bound photographer who passes the time spying on the other tenants of his
neighborhood. Her nameless character, who was dubbed "Miss Torso", practiced her dance
moves in a skimpy top and a pair of pink shorts with a inch waistband, courtesy of costume
designer Edith Head. During filming, Hitchcock asked her what kinds of pie she liked and
disliked. She told him she loathed pumpkin pie. When it came time to film her character's
reaction to finding a strangled dog, he presented her with pumpkin pie served with "crude
Cockney jokes" to prompt an adverse response. Hitchcock told Darcy that she should get an
agent and that if she studied Anton Chekov in Europe, he could make her a movie star when she
returned. She ignored both pieces of advice and thought he was joking about the latter. She
played Madge Albright, a "dancing firestorm" who is part of a brother-sister dance team. On
television, she played Gypsy, an irreverent secretary for the title father-son team of lawyers in
Harrigan and Son, played by Pat O'Brien and Roger Perry. Darcy was the subject of the
documentary short film Remembering Miss Torso by director Malcolm Venville. She died of
natural causes and was survived by her husband of 30 years, actor Byron Palmer. Rand Harper,
who played the role of the honeymooning groom, also survives. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article's factual accuracy is disputed. Relevant discussion may be found on
the talk page. Please help to ensure that disputed statements are reliably sourced. April Learn
how and when to remove this template message. Brooklyn , New York, U. Malibu, California , U.
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22, Los Angeles Times. Showbiz Today. January 27, Spellbound by beauty: Alfred Hitchcock
and his leading ladies. Random House. Turner Classic Movies. Retrieved July 18, Then the
curtains fell on her career. Now Malcolm Venville, a lifelong Hitchcock fan, has made her the
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Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Darcy in Gelb â€” Byron Palmer â€”;
her death [1]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Georgine Darcy. The term coupe was
first applied to horse-drawn carriages for two passengers without rear-facing seats. A coupe is
a fixed-roof car with a sloping rear roofline and one or two rows of seats. In the s and s, coupes
were distinguished from sedans by their shorter roof area and sportier profile. Some
manufacturers also blur the definition of a coupe by applying this description to models
featuring a hatchback or a rear door that opens upwards. The coupe version of the berline was
introduced in the 18th century as a shortened "cut" version with no rear-facing seat. The early
coupe automobile's passenger compartment followed in general conception the design of
horse-drawn coupes, [27] with the driver in the open at the front and an enclosure behind him
for two passengers on one bench seat. By the s, the term had evolved to denote a two-door car
with the driver and up to two passengers in an enclosure with a single bench seat. In , the
Society of Automobile Engineers suggested nomenclature for car bodies that included the
following: [31] [33]. Coupe: An enclosed car operated from the inside with seats for two or three
and sometimes a backward-facing fourth seat. Coupelet: A small car seating two or three with a
folding top and full height doors with fully retractable windows. During the 20th century, the
term coupe was applied to various close-coupled cars where the rear seat that is located further
forward than usual and the front seat further back than usual. Since the s the term coupe has
generally referred to a two-door car with a fixed roof. Since , several models with four doors
have been marketed as "four-door coupes", however reactions are mixed about whether these
models are actually sedans instead of coupes. A two-door car that lacks a structural pillar "B"
pillar between the front and rear side windows. When these windows are lowered, the effect is
like that of a convertible coupe with the windows down. This body style was popular in the
United States and abroad from the early s until the mids, when proposed government
regulations threatened to include roof structures protecting the vehicle in a rollover. In addition,

automakers discovered a new market for profitable air conditioning when the rear windows
were fixed. Saab used the term combi coupe for a car body similar to the liftback. A two-door
car with no rear seat or with a removable rear seat intended for traveling salespeople and other
vendors carrying their wares with them. American manufacturers developed this style of a
coupe in the late s. A four-door fastback car with a coupe-like roofline at the rear. The low-roof
design reduces back-seat passenger access and headroom. Similarly, several cars with one or
two small rear doors and no B-pillar have been marketed as " quad coupes ". A two-door
designed for driving to the opera with easy access to the rear seats. Features sometimes
included a folding front seat next to the driver [53] [54] or a compartment to store top hats.
Often they would have solid rear-quarter panels, with small, circular windows, to enable the
occupants to see out without being seen. These opera windows were revived on many U. The
three-window coupe commonly just "three-window" is a style of automobile characterized by
two side windows and a backlight rear window. The three-window coupe has a distinct
difference from the five-window coupe, which has an additional window on each side behind the
front doors. The style was popular from the s until the beginning of World War II. While many
manufacturers produced three-window coupes, the Ford coupe is arguably considered the
classic hot rod. In the United States, some coupes are "simply line-extenders two-door variants
of family sedans", while others have significant differences to their four-door counterparts.
Coupes may also exist as model lines in their own right, either closely related to other models
but named differently â€” such as the Alfa Romeo GT â€” or have little engineering in common
with other vehicles from the manufacturer â€” such as the Toyota GT A Ford Mustang from
behind. A Ford Model An example of a three-window coupe. A Ferrari GT. An example of a
Berlinetta coupe. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Look up coupe in Wiktionary, the free
dictionary. Closed two-door car body style with a permanently attached fixed roof which is
shorter than a sedan. This article is about the car body style. For the champagne glass, see
Champagne coupe. Main article: Berlinetta. A â€” Saab An example of a combi coupe. A Mazda
RX A modern, four-door coupe. A Bentley coupe de ville. Hemmings Classic Car. Retrieved 14
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April Motorbooks International. Retrieved 22 April Retrieved 20 April Chicago Tribune. Retrieved
19 February Retrieved 30 March Retrieved 14 April French carriages, including historical
associations". World on Wheels. New York. Retrieved 4 September For the use of ladies making
calls or engaged in shopping, no better carriage has yet been invented. A dictionary of
automobile terms. The Horseless Age Company. Retrieved 17 May The New York Times. The
Principles of Automobile Body Design: covering the fundamentals of open and closed
passenger body design. Ware Bros. Coupe: What's the Difference? Vehicle dynamics: theory
and applications. Classical Drives. Archived from the original on 1 August Complete book of
collectible cars, â€” Random House Value Publishing. Retrieved 21 April Top Gear. Chalk Hill
Educational Media. Archived from the original on 14 May American Car Spotter's Bible â€”
Krause Publications. Retrieved 6 April Retrieved 28 April Automotive Fundamentals. American
Technical Society. Belleville News-Democrat. Retrieved 15 December It Still Runs. Hot Rod.
Motor Trend. Car design. Hot rod Lead sled Lowrider Street rod T-bucket. Compact executive
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classification. Hidden categories: CS1: Julianâ€”Gregorian uncertainty CS1 German-language
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October Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
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Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Coupes. The
story appeared in King's collection Four Past Midnight. The film was released on March 12, , by
Columbia Pictures ; it was a moderate box office success and received mixed reviews from
critics. After catching his wife Amy having an affair with their friend Ted, mystery writer Mort
Rainey retreats to his cabin at Tashmore Lake in upstate New York , depressed and suffering
from writer's block. Six months pass, and Mort has delayed finalizing the divorce. One day, a
drawling Mississippian named John Shooter arrives at the cabin and accuses Mort of
plagiarizing his short story, "Sowing Season". Upon reading Shooter's manuscript, Mort
discovers it is virtually identical to his own story, "Secret Window", except for the ending. The
following day, Mort, who once plagiarized another author's story, tells Shooter that his story
was published two years before Shooter's, invalidating his plagiarism claim. Shooter demands
proof and warns Mort against contacting the police. That night, Mort's dog, Chico, is found dead
outside the cabin, along with a note from Shooter giving Mort three days to provide proof. Mort
reports the incident to Sheriff Newsome. Mort drives to his and Amy's house intending to

retrieve the magazine in which his story was published but leaves because Ted and Amy are
there. Mort hires private investigator Ken Karsch, who stakes out the cabin and speaks to Tom
Greenleaf, a local resident who may have seen Shooter and Mort talking together. At the cabin,
Shooter demands that Mort revise his story's ending to Shooter's version, where the
protagonist kills his wife. When an arson fire destroys Amy and Mort's house, Mort reveals to
the police that he has an enemy. Karsch tells Mort that he suspects Shooter has threatened
Greenleaf after Greenleaf claimed he never saw Mort and Shooter talking together. Mort and
Karsch agree to confront Shooter but first will meet up with Greenleaf at the local diner the next
morning. Arriving late, Mort discovers that neither Karsch nor Greenleaf showed at the diner.
Mort encounters Ted at a gas station where Ted demands Mort sign the divorce papers.
Believing Ted is in Shooter's employ, Mort refuses, taunts Ted, and leaves. Shooter summons
Mort to a meeting place; when he arrives, Mort finds Karsch and Greenleaf dead inside
Greenleaf's truck. Shooter arrives and says the two men had "interfered" with his business.
Shooter warns that he has implicated Mort in the two men's murders. Mort agrees to meet
Shooter at his cabin to show him the magazine containing his story. Mort then pushes
Greenleaf's truck off the steep cliff into a water-filled quarry where it sinks. While pushing the
truck, Morts watch gets caught in the blinker signal and is able to free his hand at the last
second leaving his watch still inside the truck. Mort's literary agent has sent a copy of the
magazine with his story. The packet has already been opened and Mort's story ripped out from
the magazine. At the cabin, Mort sees Shooter's hat and puts it on. He begins speaking to
himself, trying to make sense of the events. Mort realizes that Shooter is a figment of his
imagination, a created character brought to life through Mort's undetected dissociative identity
disorder , adopted to carry out malevolent tasks like killing Chico, Greenleaf, and Karsch, as
well as arson. Mort appears, speaking and acting as Shooter and wearing his hat, which a
flashback reveals Mort previously bought at a flea market. He chases Amy and stabs her in the
ankle. Ted, looking for Amy, arrives and is ambushed by Mort, who smashes his face with a
shovel. Amy watches helplessly as Mort beheads Ted with the shovel and does the same to her,
reciting the ending of "Sowing Season". Months later, Mort recovers from writer's block and his
overall-mood improves. Mort is feared and shunned in town. Sheriff Newsome arrives and
warns Mort that he is the prime suspect in the supposed murders, he will eventually be caught,
and says he is no longer welcome in town. Mort passively dismisses the threat, and tells
Newsome that the ending to his new story is "perfect". It is implied that Amy and Ted's bodies
are buried under the corn growing in Mort's garden, allowing Mort to slowly destroy any
evidence of their murders. According to director David Koepp on the DVD commentary track,
the footage of the ocean scene during Mort's restless night on the couch was extra b-roll
footage taken from The Lost World: Jurassic Park. The film's ending is different from the source
novellas. In the novella, Ted and Amy survive Mort's attempt on their lives, and Mort dies. It is
also revealed that through supernatural forces, the fictional John Shooter had manifested and
come to life from Mort's imagination, and really was the one to commit the murders and arson.
The site's critics' consensus reads: "Depp is quirkily entertaining, but the movie runs out of
steam by the end. Roger Ebert awarded Secret Window three stars out of a possible four,
stating that it "could add up to a straight-faced thriller about things that go boo in the night, but
Johnny Depp and director David Koepp But at least King uses his imagination right up to the
end, and spares us the obligatory violent showdown that a lesser storyteller would have settled
for. An alternate ending was included on the home media release, explicitly showing both Ted
and Amy's dead bodies underneath the corn patch in Mort's garden. In the final version of the
film, it is implied, but the bodies are not shown. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Wikiquote has quotations related to: Secret Window. It was screened at the Venice Film Festival.
The film is considered by many filmgoers, critics, and scholars to be one of Hitchcock's best [4]
and one of the greatest films ever made. Recuperating from a broken leg, adventuresome
professional photographer L. His rear window looks out onto a courtyard and several other
apartments. During an intense heat wave , he watches his neighbors, who keep their windows
open to stay cool. He observes a flamboyant dancer he nicknames "Miss Torso"; a single
woman he calls "Miss Lonelyhearts"; a talented, single, composer-pianist; several married
couples, one of them newlyweds; a middle-aged couple with a small dog that likes digging in
the flower garden; a female amateur sculptor; and Lars Thorwald, a traveling jewelry salesman
with a bedridden wife. Jeff's sophisticated, beautiful socialite girlfriend, Lisa Fremont, visits him
regularly, as does the insurance company nurse, Stella. Stella thinks Jeff should settle down
and marry Lisa, but Jeff is reluctant due to their disparate lifestyles. One night during a
thunderstorm, Jeff hears a woman scream, "Don't! Later, he is awakened by thunder and
observes Thorwald leaving his apartment, carrying a suitcase in pouring rain. Thorwald makes
repeated late-night trips carrying the case. The next morning, Jeff notices that Thorwald's wife
is gone, and then sees Thorwald cleaning a large knife and handsaw. Later, Thorwald has
moving men haul away a large trunk he tied with rope. Jeff shares all this with Lisa and with
Stella, who both think he has an overactive imagination, but come to believe him when they
observe Thorwald acting suspiciously. Jeff becomes convinced that Thorwald has murdered his
wife. Doyle finds nothing suspicious; apparently, Mrs. Thorwald is upstate, and picked up the
trunk herself. Soon after, the neighbor's dog is found dead with its neck broken. The distraught
owner yells across the courtyard, wailing about her neighbors' callous disregard. Everyone
runs to their windows to see what is happening, except for Thorwald, whose cigar is seen
glowing as he sits quietly in his dark apartment. Certain Thorwald killed the dog, Jeff has Lisa
slip an accusatory note under his door so he can observe Thorwald's reaction reading it. As a
pretext to get Thorwald out of his apartment, Jeff then telephones him and arranges a meeting
at a bar. He believes Thorwald buried something incriminating in the courtyard flower bed, and
killed the dog to stop it digging there. When Thorwald leaves, Lisa and Stella dig up the flowers
but find nothing. Much to Jeff's amazement and admiration, Lisa climbs up the fire escape to
Thorwald's apartment and clambers in through an open window. When Thorwald returns and
confronts Lisa, Jeff calls the police, who arrive in time, arresting her when Thorwald indicates
that she broke in. Jeff sees Lisa's hands behind her back, pointing to her finger with Mrs.
Thorwald's wedding ring on it. Thorwald also sees this, and, realizing that she is signaling
someone, spots Jeff across the courtyard. Jeff phones Doyle and leaves an urgent message
while Stella goes to bail Lisa out of jail. When his phone rings, Jeff assumes it is Doyle, and
blurts out that the suspect has left the apartment. When no one answers, Jeff realizes that
Thorwald himself called and is coming to confront him. When Thorwald enters, Jeff repeatedly
sets off his camera flashbulbs, temporarily blinding him. Thorwald grabs Jeff and pushes him
out the open window, as Jeff, hanging on, yells for help. Police enter the apartment as Jeff falls;
officers on the ground run over and break his fall. Thorwald confesses to the police soon
afterward. A few days later, the heat has lifted, and Jeff rests peacefully in his wheelchair, now
with casts on both legs. The lonely neighbor is chatting with the pianist in his apartment, the
dancer's boyfriend returns home from the army, the couple whose dog was killed have a new
puppy, Thorwald's apartment is being refurbished and the newlyweds are bickering. Lisa
reclines on the daybed in Jeff's apartment, wearing jeans, reading a book titled Beyond the High
Himalayas. After seeing that Jeff is sleeping, Lisa happily opens a fashion magazine. The film
was shot entirely at Paramount Studios, which included an enormous indoor set to replicate a
Greenwich Village courtyard. Set designers Hal Pereira and Joseph MacMillan Johnson spent
six weeks building the extremely detailed and complex set, which ended up being the largest of
its kind at Paramount. One of the unique features of the set was its massive drainage system,
constructed to accommodate the rain sequence in the film. They also built the set around a
highly nuanced lighting system which was able to create natural-looking lighting effects for
both the day and night scenes. Though the address given in the film is W. In addition to the
meticulous care and detail put into the set, careful attention was also given to sound, including
the use of natural sounds and music that would drift across the courtyard and into Jefferies'

apartment. Also heard on the soundtrack are versions of songs popularized earlier in the
decade by Nat King Cole " Mona Lisa ", and Dean Martin " That's Amore ", , along with
segments from Leonard Bernstein 's score for Jerome Robbins ' ballet Fancy Free , Richard
Rodgers ' song " Lover " , and " M'appari tutt'amor " from Friedrich von Flotow 's opera Martha ,
most borrowed from Paramount's music publisher, Famous Music. Hitchcock used costume
designer Edith Head on all of his Paramount films. Although veteran Hollywood composer Franz
Waxman is credited with the score for the film, his contributions were limited to the opening and
closing titles and the piano tune "Lisa" written by one of the neighbors, a composer Ross
Bagdasarian , during the film. This was Waxman's final score for Hitchcock. The director used
primarily " diegetic " soundsâ€”sounds arising from the normal life of the
charactersâ€”throughout the film. On August 4, , a "benefit world premiere" was held for the
film, with United Nations officials and "prominent members of the social and entertainment
worlds" at the Rivoli Theatre in New York City, [10] with proceeds going to the
Americanâ€”Korean Foundation an aid organization founded soon after the end of the Korean
War. Eisenhower , brother of President Eisenhower. The movie had a wide release on
September 1, Bosley Crowther of The New York Times called the film a "tense and exciting
exercise" and deemed Hitchcock as a director whose work has a "maximum of build-up to the
punch, a maximum of carefully tricked deception and incidents to divert and amuse.
Hitchcock's film is not 'significant. The purpose of it is sensation, and that it generally provides
in the colorfulness of its detail and in the flood of menace toward the end. Time called it "just
possibly the second-most entertaining picture after The 39 Steps ever made by Alfred
Hitchcock" and a film in which there is "never an instant Nearly 30 years after the film's initial
release, Roger Ebert reviewed the re-release by Universal Pictures in October , after Hitchcock's
estate was settled. He said the film "develops such a clean, uncluttered line from beginning to
end that we're drawn through it and into it effortlessly. The experience is not so much like
watching a movie, as like Hitchcock traps us right from the first And because Hitchcock makes
us accomplices in Stewart's voyeurism , we're along for the ride. When an enraged man comes
bursting through the door to kill Stewart, we can't detach ourselves, because we looked too,
and so we share the guilt and in a way we deserve what's coming to him. The critics' consensus
states that "Hitchcock exerted full potential of suspense in this masterpiece. In Laura Mulvey 's
essay "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," she identifies what she sees as voyeurism and
scopophilia in Hitchcock's movies, with Rear Window used as an example of how she sees
cinema as incorporating the patriarchy into the way that pleasure is constructed and signaled to
the audience. Additionally, she sees the " male gaze " as especially evident in Rear Window in
characters such as the dancer "Miss Torso;" she is both a spectacle for Jeff to enjoy, as well as
for the audience through his substitution. In his book, Alfred Hitchcock's "Rear Window" , John
Belton further addresses the underlying issues of voyeurism which he asserts are evident in the
film. He says " Rear Window's story is 'about' spectacle; it explores the fascination with looking
and the attraction of that which is being looked at. In an explicit example of a condemnation of
voyeurism, Stella expresses her outrage at Jeffries' voyeuristic habits, saying, "In the old days,
they'd put your eyes out with a red hot poker" and "What people ought to do is get outside and
look in for a change. One climactic scene in the film portrays both the positive and negative
effects of voyeurism. Driven by curiosity and incessant watching, with Jeff watching from his
window, Lisa sneaks into Thorwald's second-floor apartment, looking for clues, and is
apprehended by him. Jeff is in obvious anxiety and is overcome with panic as he sees Thorwald
walk into the apartment and notice the irregular placement of the purse on the bed. Jeff
anxiously jitters in his wheelchair, and grabs his telephoto camera to watch the situation unfold,
eventually calling the police because Miss Lonelyhearts is contemplating suicide in the
neighboring apartment. Chillingly, Jeff watches Lisa in Thorwald's apartment rather than
keeping an eye on the woman about to commit suicide. Thorwald turns off the lights, shutting
off Jeff's sole means of communication with and protection of Lisa; Jeff still pays attention to
the pitch-black apartment instead of Miss Lonelyhearts. The tension Jeff feels is unbearable and
acutely distressing as he realizes that he is responsible for Lisa now that he cannot see her. The
police go to the Thorwald apartment, the lights flicker on, and any danger coming toward Lisa is
temporarily dismissed. Although Lisa is taken to jail, Jeff is utterly mesmerized by her dauntless
actions. With further analysis, Jeff's positive evolution understandably would be impossible
without voyeurismâ€”or as Robin Wood puts it in his book Hitchcock's Films Revisited , "the
indulging of morbid curiosity and the consequences of that indulgence. Ownership of the
copyright in Woolrich's original story was eventually litigated before the Supreme Court of the
United States in Stewart v. As a result, Stewart and Hitchcock's estate became involved in the
Supreme Court case, and Sheldon Abend became a producer of the remake of Rear Window.
Rear Window is one of several of Hitchcock's films originally released by Paramount Pictures,

for which Hitchcock retained the copyright, and which was later distributed by Universal
Studios in , although the Hitchcock estate still retains ownership to the copyright to the film. In ,
Rear Window was selected for preservation in the United States National Film Registry by the
Library of Congress as being "culturally, historically, or aesthetically significant". By this time,
the film interested other directors with its theme of voyeurism, and other reworkings of the film
soon followed, which included Brian De Palma 's film Body Double and Phillip Noyce 's film
Sliver. Rear Window was restored by the team of Robert A. Harris and James C. Katz for its
limited theatrical re-release using Technicolor dye-transfer prints for the first time in this title's
history and the Collector's Edition DVD release in Rear Window was remade as a TV movie of
the same name in , with an updated storyline in which the lead character is paralyzed and lives
in a high-tech home filled with assistive technology. Actor Christopher Reeve , himself
paralyzed as a result of a horse-riding accident, was cast in the lead role. It aired November 22, ,
on the ABC television network. Disturbia is a modern-day retelling, with the protagonist Shia
LaBeouf under house arrest instead of laid up with a broken leg, and who believes that his
neighbor is a serial killer rather than having committed a single murder. District Court in Abend
v. Spielberg , F. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the Hitchcock film.
For other uses, see Rear Window disambiguation. Original theatrical release poster. Release
date. Running time. Mental Floss. Retrieved September 9, Box Office Mojo. Retrieved April 12,
Rotten Tomatoes. Fandango Media. Retrieved August 13, Library of Congress. Retrieved May 8,
Retrieved August 6, New York Post. Retrieved November 21, The New York Times. University of
California, Santa Barbara. PR Newswire. Retrieved September 13, March 18, January 5,
Retrieved September 13, â€” via Internet Archive. July 14, August 2, Harrison's Reports. July 15,
Chicago Sun-Times. Retrieved September 13, â€” via RogerEbert. CBS Interactive. Retrieved
June 10, In Belton, John ed. Alfred Hitchcock's 'Rear Window'. Cambridge University Press. The
Films in My Life. Hitchcock and Poe: the Legacy of Delight and Terror. Maryland: The Scarecrow
Press, Inc. Garden City, N. Hitchcock's Films Revisited. New York: Columbia University Press.
Abend , U. American Film Institute. Retrieved August 23, Retrieved September 8, CNN Money.
BBC News. September 22, Alfred Hitchcock. Blackmail Juno and the Paycock Murder! Rebecca
Foreign Correspondent Mr. Alma Reville wife Pat Hitchcock daughter. Categories : films
English-language films s mystery films s psychological thriller films American films American
mystery thriller films American psychological thriller films Edgar Award-winning works Films
scored by Franz Waxman Films about murderers Films about security and surveillance Films
based on short fiction Films based on works by Cornell Woolrich Films directed by Alfred
Hitchcock Films produced by Alfred Hitchcock Films set in apartment buildings Films set in
Manhattan Paramount Pictures films Films with screenplays by John Michael Hayes United
States National Film Registry films Uxoricide in fiction Works involved in a lawsuit Films about
photographers. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons Wikiquote. Paramount Pictures [N 1]. August 22 to September 7, December 20,
National Board of Review Awards. Best Actress. January Best Director. February 13, DGA
Award. February 28, Writers Guild of America Awards. March 10, Best Adapted Screenplay. Best
Cinematography â€” Color. Best Sound â€” Recording. April 21, Best Motion Picture
Screenplay. National Film Preservation Board. National Film Registry. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Rear Window. Wikiquote has quotations related to: Rear Window. The Rear
Window captioning system RWC is a method for presenting, through captions , a transcript of
the audio portion of a film in theatres for deaf and hard-of-hearing people. On the way into the
theatre, viewers pick up a reflective plastic panel mounted on a flexible stalk. The panel sits in a
seat cupholder or on the floor adjacent to the seat. A large LED display is mounted on a rear
wall that displays caption characters in mirror image. Viewers move the panels into position
usually below the movie screen so they can read the reflected captions and watch the movie. It
is sometimes necessary to sit in a certain area of the theater to obtain the best angle for
reflecting the backward text emitted from the back of the theater on the panel while also being
able to view the movie at the same time. Through this method, all screenings of a film can be
accessible to caption viewers. Others seated alongside do not watch, or usually even see, the
captions. Rear Window captioning is an alternative to open captioning , in which text is
permanently visible. Open captioning has been little-used due to the fear that it was too
intrusive and noticeable to hearing viewers. However, no studies have been conducted to elicit
hearing people's opinions on how they will adapt to reading captions on screen. Rear Window
captioning is a form of closed captioning because the viewer must choose to view the captions.
Few movie exhibitors or theater chains choose to provide Rear Window captioning. For blind
viewers, audio description Descriptive Video Service , DVS can be and usually is transmitted
along with captions. Viewers listen to the descriptions via wireless headsets. In the Rear

Window system, the film print is unaffected. With the transition to Digital Cinema, closed
captions are included in many digital cinema packages. In many movie advertisements by a
specific cinema, the "RWC" acronym is often used, much like the CC acronym is used to
indicate the availability of closed captions on television shows. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. Categories : Deafness Assistive technology Film and video technology. Hidden
categories: Articles needing additional references from March All articles needing additional
references. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Professional photographer L. Confined to his New York apartment, he spends his time looking
out of the rear window observing the neighbours. He begins to suspect that the man opposite
may have murdered his wife. Jeff enlists the help of his society model girlfriend Lisa Fremont
and his nurse Stella to investigate. Images from the Hitchcock Gallery click to view larger
versions or search for all relevant images Themes male impotence - Jeff confined to a
wheelchair taboo: bathrooms - Stella admits spying on the Director of General Motors in his
bathroom taboo: nudity - the newly married woman wearing a flesh-coloured bodice taboo: sex Lisa's glamorous nightdress "a preview of coming attractions" the icy blonde - Lisa Carol
Fremont Grace Kelly voyeurism - Jeff watches his neighbours confined setting - Jeff's
apartment the MacGuffin - what is buried in the garden? Thorwald herself the Hitchcock cameo winding a clock in the musician's apartment Cast and Crew Directed by:. The Alfred Hitchcock
Wiki links wiki home page filmography gallery articles journal articles newspaper articles. Jump
to: navigation , search. Rear Window In deadly danger Categories : Films Films produced by
Alfred Hitchcock. About The Alfred Hitchcock Wiki. Alfred Hitchcock. Alfred Hitchcock Herbert
Coleman. John Michael Hayes. Cornell Woolrich. George Tomasini. Paramount Pictures.
Hitchcock's Major Films. Roseanne is an American television sitcom that was originally
broadcast on ABC from October 18, , to May 20, with a revival season that premiered in In the
ninth season, Roseanne and her family win the lottery and associate with "high society". In the
final episode Roseanne reveals not only was she writing a story and they did not win the lottery,
but also says Dan had actually died from a heart attack in season 8. In season 10 it is revealed
that Dan did not die. Roseanne fabricated that as well, along with a multitude of other things.
This set most things back as they were in season 8, with the exception of the birth of Darlene's
daughter. Barr said the lottery storyline was done to illustrate the American Dream philosophy.
On May 16, , it was announced ABC would produce an eight-episode 10th season revival of the
series, set to air as a mid-season replacement in , with the original cast returning. In November ,
it was announced that ABC had ordered an additional episode for the new season bringing the
total up to 9. On March 30, , the series was renewed for an eleventh season of 13 episodes by
ABC. On June 21, , the show was revived as a spin-off entitled The Conners , which has the
same cast as Roseanne after her character dies of a drug overdose. The show premiered on
October 16, and comprised 11 episodes. A second season premiered on September 24, and
comprised 20 episodes. A third season premiered on October 21, and will comprise 19
episodes. Stressed from the pressures of coping with home and work, she lashes out at Dan for
not doing his share. Roseanne acts as referee when Dan's father, Ed, visits the family bearing
gifts. Everyone is thrilled to see him except Dan, who considers Ed's philosophy of "work
smart, not hard" as veiled criticism; Ed considers it caring, fatherly advice. An unannounced
visit by Roseanne's parents throws the Conner house into an uproar. Dan and Jackie are
pushing a usually outspoken Roseanne to stick up for herself after she is at a loss for words.
Hostility and craziness abound, but the biggest shock comes when Bev announces that they are
moving to Lanford. Bruce Willis makes a cameo appearance as himself during the end credits. A
poker night becomes interesting when Roseanne receives a kiss from Dan's friend Arnie.
Roseanne tells Jackie about the kiss but later realizes it was only a platonic gesture. On
Thanksgiving Day, Jackie finally tells her mother about her new police career. After dinner, Dan
gets a huge shock when he learns his father is romancing Crystal. Becky develops a really
nasty attitude, which results in her and Roseanne engaging in a particularly nasty string of
fights. Becky gives her mother the silent treatment and locks her out of her bedroom, prompting
Roseanne to remove the girls' door. Roseanne's new job at a fast-food restaurant includes an
obnoxious teenaged boss, who schedules her to start working weekends. In an attempt to
change his mind, she invites him to dinner, but his nasty attitude convinces everyone that
Roseanne deserves better treatment. Jackie gives Roseanne the silent treatment but, when Gary
proposes, the sisters reconcile. Roseanne goes into overdrive with wedding preparations, but
Gary and Jackie realize they're not ready for marriage. Roseanne quits her hair-salon job for a
waitress job at the luncheonette in Rodbell's Department Store. Becky and Darlene fight over

their room yet again. After Dan sends Darlene to live in the basement, Roseanne has trouble
letting Dan resolve disputes between the kids. Roseanne and Dan shop for a new mattress.
Becky starts dating Mark, a rebellious teen who Dan and Roseanne dislike. Roseanne is upset
that Darlene's home-economics class only invited fathers to discuss their careers. She visits
the class to talk about being a working mother, then takes the students on a field trip to the
supermarket, followed by them preparing a meal at the Conner home. Roseanne and Dan
ponder opening a motorcycle shop with their friend, Ziggy. Brad Garrett appears in this episode.
Her fears turned out to be for naught as Kathy wants nothing to do with Roseanne and her
childish pranks. At the lodge's Halloween party, Jackie discovers that the moose she has been
flirting with is Booker, her former boyfriend. Dan and Arnie struggle to bring their bowling team
out of last place, while Roseanne feels shut out of Jackie and Nancy's new friendship. Darlene
meets Mark's brother for the first time. David Crosby appears as Bonnie's partner, Duke, in this
episode. Roseanne's doctor recommends she get a breast reduction to reduce stress on her
back. She agrees in spite of a nightmare, in which her breasts are accidentally enlarged to
gigantic proportions. The Conners enjoy torturing Darlene by pretending to give her a dreaded
Sweet-Sixteen birthday party. While playing "Truth or Dare" with Jackie, Anne Maire, and
Crystal, Roseanne suffers an embarrassing incident when she unexpectedly meets the Conners
new neighbor. Becky's absence has drained Roseanne's Halloween spirit, so she is visited by
the ghosts of Halloween Past, Present, and a truly terrifying Future. Molly has an extra ticket for
a rock concert in a neighboring town, and Roseanne reluctantly allows Darlene to go. When
Darlene arrives home in a cab at a. As Roseanne takes Jackie to the hospital, and Darlene bails
Dan out of jail, the news of Dan hitting Fisher quickly spreads through town. Meanwhile, Fisher
begs Jackie to come back. Roseanne is shocked to hear this was not the first time Fisher hit
Jackie, but learns that Jackie is strong enough to make her own decisions. Vegetarian Darlene
vandalizes the Lunch Box as a protest against eating animals. To punish Darlene, Roseanne
forces her to sell loose-meat sandwiches at the diner's Lanford Days festival concession stand.
Roseanne's wealthy cousin comes to town, hoping to end a years-long feud with Roseanne.
Years ago she excluded Roseanne from her wedding party. Ronnie encourages Darlene to
follow her dream to move to New York City, offering her a place to stay. The Conners go on a
road trip to California with the Tildens for a taping of The Jackie Thomas Show ; Dan tells
Roseanne he wants to have another child, though Roseanne is cool to the idea. Roseanne
wants to set her mother up with a friend from the retirement home; Molly puts the moves on
David. Darlene attends the prom with David, then surprises him afterward with a motel room she
has rented. Tim Curry appears in this episode. Jackie is jealous when Nancy goes back to men
by dating Roger. When Becky and Mark return for a visit, Roseanne, seeing they are drifting
apart, schemes to break them up for good, but realizes maybe Mark is not to blame. Dan's 20th
high-school football-team anniversary celebration is being held at the Conner house. Note:
Starting with this season and the rest of the series , Roseanne was moved back to Tuesdays,
but to 8 pm instead of the original 9 pm. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from
Rear Window Roseanne. Main article: Roseanne season The Independent. Retrieved May 22,
Retrieved Penske Media Corporation. Retrieved November 14, Retrieved 1 April The Futon
Critic. Retrieved March 11, Deadline Hollywood. Retrieved April 1, Retrieved December 13, USA
Today. October 26, Retrieved July 21, â€” via ProQuest. November 2, November 9, November 30,
December 7, December 14, December 21, December 29, January 11, Retrieved July 5, â€” via
ProQuest. January 18, January 25, February 1, February 8, February 15, February 22, March 1,
March 8, March 15, March 22, April 5, April 19, April 26, May 10, September 20, September 27,
October 4, October 11, October 18, November 1, November 8, November 15, November 29,
December 6, December 13, December 20, January 10, January 17, January 31, February 7,
February 14, February 21, February 28, March 7, March 28, April 18, May 9, May 16, Gannett
Company. TV Guide June July 4. Los Angeles Times. Tribune Publishing. Retrieved December
26, TV by the Numbers. Archived from the original on March 29, Retrieved March 28, Archived
from the original on April 4, Retrieved April 4, Archived from the original on April 12, Retrieved
April 11, Archived from the original on April 19, Retrieved April 18, Archived from the original on
May 3, Retrieved May 2, Archived from the original on May 10, Retrieved May 9, Archived from
the original on May 17, Retrieved May 17, Archived from the original on May 24, Retrieved May
23, Roseanne and The Conners. Dan Conner Roseanne Conner. Awards and nominations.
Television series created by Roseanne Barr. Categories : Lists of American sitcom episodes
Roseanne episodes. Hidden categories: Articles containing potentially dated statements from
May All articles containing potentially dated statements. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Ellen Falcon. Matt Williams. He was subsequently replaced by Michael
Fishman. David McFadzean. Note: This is Michael Fishman's first appearance as D. Date night

for Dan and Roseanne turns into a brush with divorce, after they run into an old, newly-single
friend. Dan begins to fear the worst about their marriage and puts their relationship under a
microscope. After a lot of "what ifs" he and Roseanne conclude there is hope after all.
Meanwhile, Roseanne's sister Jackie inadvertently forgets she promised to baby-sit the kids,
who lock her out of the house. Dan and Roseanne agree to take a body language test that
proves whether they can physically communicate their thoughts. The plan backfires when Dan's
true feelings about Roseanne's sister, Jackie, are laid bare â€” he thinks she is a meddlesome
moocher, especially after she inadvertently comments about his lack of work, inciting a
confrontation between the in-laws. As Becky and Darlene bicker over territory, Roseanne
encourages Dan to enter a song writing contest using one of her own poems as the lyrics in
hopes of crooning his way to fame and fortune. The episode features a full length rendition
sung by John Goodman. Meanwhile, friction between Booker, the factory manager, and Jackie
heats up. On a night out at the bowling alley, Roseanne sneaks a peek at Becky's first
boyfriend. Meanwhile, Booker makes a bet with Jackie for very high stakes; if he wins she has
to spend the night with him. Grace McKeaney. Dan's enthusiastic plan to take photographs for
his and Roseanne's 15th high school reunion yearbook exposes a year-old secret he has kept
from Roseanne. His attempt to explain to an angry Roseanne bring hilarious results. Roseanne
and Jackie console a brokenhearted Crystal after her boyfriend breaks up with her. A night at
the Lobo Lounge, reflecting on love and men, help to set her right. While at the Lobo, a miffed
Jackie embarrasses Booker when he shows up with another woman after telling her he was
spending the evening with his mother. Roseanne and the kids surprise Dan with an elaborate
birthday breakfast. Later that evening, Roseanne throws Dan a party at the Lobo. During the
celebration, Dan barely avoids a fight with a loud-mouthed jerk after Roseanne stops him. Afraid
of looking like a wimp, Dan vows to beat up the bully the next time he sees him. Becky is invited
to Chip's home for dinner. It is Saturday at the Conners', and Dan plans to spend the afternoon
"working on" that is, drinking beer and talking in front of an old truck with his friends.
Roseanne, having heard Dan make similar claims before, bets him that the guys will not finish
the repair work by the end of the day. Dan takes the bet, but soon realizes he may lose.
Roseanne proposes a deal when Dan cannot bear to part with his old "junk" that Roseanne
wants to donate to a rummage sale. Darlene forges a passing grade on her report card. Dan and
Roseanne disagree about where to spend a romantic 15th anniversary. Becky has to choose
between refusing to dissect a frog in biology class or accepting a lower grade. Darlene finds her
paper route is more than she can handle. Jackie solves Dan and Roseanne's anniversary
dilemma by taking the kids for the weekend, giving Dan and Roseanne some much-needed
alone time. Crystal still struggles to cope with her first husband's death, Sonny, whose body
was accidentally buried inside the bridge that Jackie drove them over on their way to work.
Roseanne is unsure whether she should tell Crystal about Sonny's infidelities. Crystal finally
confronts her emotions and reveals that she knew about Sonny's cheating and had her own
affair to spite him. Darlene decides it is cool to smoke until Roseanne finds her pack of
cigarettes. After Dan lets the girls watch a slasher movie , Darlene has trouble sleeping.
Roseanne blames the film, but the truth is something more natural: Darlene has had her first
period. Roseanne sits her tomboyish daughter down for a heart-to-heart talk about becoming a
woman. It is time for the annual Landford Mall-A-Thon, and Roseanne and her brood scout out
the deals during a Saturday in retail heaven. Roseanne makes Dan buy a new pair of shoes he
does not want. Becky finds the perfect dress for the high school dance that Roseanne says is
too expensive. Roseanne asks Dan to return the shoes so she can afford to buy the dress for
Becky. Becky must decide between her first crush, Chip, and the infamous "Tongue Bandit".
The decision worsens when Roseanne and Dan invite Chip's parents for dinner. During the
evening, Roseanne catches Becky in the backyard with the other guy. Becky prepares for a
slumber party, and Darlene practices to pitch in a baseball game. Darlene is extremely moody,
and storms out of the house after arguing with Roseanne. Later, Roseanne gets a phone call
that Darlene was rushed to the hospital for an emergency appendectomy. Roseanne is wracked
with guilt after Darlene develops complications; Roseanne and Dan anxiously wait for the
doctor's prognosis. The Wellman Plastics employees are exhausted after Booker continues to
lengthen work shifts due to upped quotas and machinery errors. Even Roseanne, the queen of
the circle, cannot handle the pressureâ€”especially when Dan starts working overtime as well.
After one too many long days, she takes a breather at a local diner where a waitress provides
some perspective about life and loneliness. A dangerous tornado is heading for Lanford, and
the Conners, along with Crystal who takes shelter at their house , prepare for the storm.
Problems arise: Becky insists on retrieving her pet guinea pigs from the garage, while Jackie
barely makes it to shelter after a trip to the grocery store, prompting a fight with her and
Roseanne. During the family's busy weekend activities, a door-to-door salesman drops dead in

the Conner kitchen. Roseanne and Dan attempt to conceal the corpse from potential buyers for
their washer and dryer. The police officer who responded to their emergency call helps Darlene
with a school assignment while waiting for the coroner to arrive. The Wellman factory women
rebel against the stringent rules imposed by a tough new supervisor. After he raises the cap on
the quotas yet again, Roseanne asks him to ease off. The boss agrees, but only if Roseanne
agrees to treat him with undeserved respect. When he reneges on the deal by claiming he now
controls Roseanne, she, along with Jackie and their friends, permanently clock out. Final
regular appearance of George Clooney as Booker. Roseanne tries her hand at telephone
solicitation for Becky who had an embarrassing accident in front of the school council. Just as
her speech was wrapping up, she broke wind. Jackie and Roseanne's attempts to console a
mortified Becky fail Jackie takes umbrage at Roseanne's snarky remarks about her career
ambitions when she reveals that she has enrolled in the police academy. Becky gets caught
reading Dan's dirty magazine; and Darlene commiserates with a drunken Jackie about her
frustrations over being the little sister. Tom Arnold. Roseanne gets her hopes up after a friend
recommends her for an office job that would allow her to quit her hated telemarketing. After a
quick interview, she lands the jobâ€”but the celebration is short-lived, when the offer is revoked
due to her lack of computer skills. Martin Pasko and Rebecca Parr. When Bert Kevin Dunn , an
emotionally needy architect at Dan's new job site, adopts the Conners as a surrogate family and
purchases them a new refrigerator, the family attempts to get him out of their house. Roseanne
feels abandoned when Jackie gets ready to leave for her six-week police academy training.
Becky dates a year-old, and Darlene goes to her first co-ed party with her. When Darlene picks
at Becky for making-out with her boyfriend, Roseanne gives the girls a talk about kissing boys.
Norma Safford Vela and Danny Jacobson. The Conners host a Halloween event called the
"Tunnel of Terror". Roseanne and Dan compete to see who the 'Master of Horror' is. Becky is
upset after not being invited to a party. Roseanne tries to relax in the bathtub despite constant
interruptions from her family; she ends up dreaming about murdering her husband and
children. It ends with Roseanne on trial, her family back to testify on her behalf and a lavish
musical number. Darlene's poem wins best in her class, and she is asked to read it at the
school's Culture Night. Darlene does not want to go, but Roseanne puts her foot down.
Roseanne gets a second job at the Lobo Lounge, but discovers that she and Dan are spending
too much time apart. Note: This is the last episode of Roseanne to air in the s. Note: Glenn
Shadix appears in this episode as an indecisive customer at the fast-food restaurant. When
Becky and her friend, Dana, are left at home alone for the day, Becky whips up a few
'Tornadoes' from the Conner's liquor cabinet, resulting in the girls getting drunk. A hung-over
Becky is left to explain herself when Dana's mother arrives the next morning demanding an
explanation. Jackie steps in as substitute mom when Roseanne has to go to Moline to visit their
father in the hospital after he breaks his leg. She dazzles Dan and the kids with her
housekeeping skills out of a 's family sitcom. The Conners' old biker pal Ziggy Jay O. Sanders
roars into town, making them feel old and trapped. They realize that while their lives are not
what they had planned, they still feel fulfilled, and Ziggy fixes up Dan's old bike. Crystal
recommends Roseanne for a job at the beauty shop. Roseanne is hesitant, but once
interviewed, is persuaded into the position by the shop owner. After a short time on the job, she
is given a raise, and more responsibility. Roseanne reaches the point where she realizes her
and Dan must lose weight. She puts strict restrictions on their diet, but has the most trouble
adapting to the new regime. When Jackie thinks she has finally found 'the one,' Roseanne
continues to meddle, prompting a big fight between the two sisters. Penelope Spheeris and Bill
Gerber. Roseanne is rear-ended by Mrs. Wellman, injuring her neck, and must rest for awhile.
When Mrs. Wellman does not apologize, Roseanne considers suing her. It is tax season and
Dan and Roseanne stress out when they are unable to complete their tax form. They are forced
to travel to the IRS office. In an attempt to bond with their daughters, Dan goes to the mall with
Becky, and Roseanne attends Darlene's basketball game. Roseanne makes a wish on her
birthday that she had more time to write. Dan and the kids surprise her with a writing studio in
the basement. Unfortunately, Roseanne is hit with a severe case of writer's block. John
Whitesell. Set in the middle of a hot summer day Dan is reluctant to give Becky driving lessons.
Meanwhile, the whole family awaits the results of a more serious test being taken by Roseanne.
He instead spends it on her breast implants. When Dan falls behind on the bills, Jackie wants to
lend him money, but he refuses because she is a relative. DJ starts peeping on his sisters.
Roseanne and Dan think it is time to talk to Becky about birth control, then later catch Darlene
making out on their couch. Note: Alyson Hannigan appears in this episode as one of Becky's
friends who dines at the luncheonette. Becky and Darlene think DJ's a psycho when they find
his under-the-bed secret stash of dismembered dolls; Jackie is injured in the line of duty and
Gary gives her an ultimatum. Jennifer Heath and Amy Sherman. Note: This episode marks the

first appearance of Glenn Quinn as Mark, Becky's rebellious boyfriend and later husband.
Roseanne dresses as a male trucker for Halloween and mingles with some guys at the Lobo
Lounge. Dan is upset because DJ wants to be a witch for Halloween. Roseanne's PMS coincides
with Dan's birthday. He wants to avoid it by going fishing, but Roseanne is throwing him a
surprise party, and the rest of family insist that he attend. Becky is suspended for allegedly
making an obscene gesture in her class photo, earning her popularity at school, but making
Roseanne angry that she has to visit the principal. Dan has plans for Becky's suspension. When
Dan starts dreaming about the woman who works at the mall hardware store, Roseanne feels
threatened. She decides to meet the woman. When Becky and Darlene break curfew, Dan and
Roseanne try to teach them a lesson by staying out late and sending Jackie to the house to
gaslight the girls into worrying. When Bev pays a surprise visit, Roseanne tricks Jackie into
coming over for her share of their mother's torture. Roseanne is crushed to learn that Bev had
always considered Roseanne 'ordinary' and that Jackie had potential. It is Ed Conner's turn to
favor the family with a surprise visit, resulting in a short-lived truce with Dan that ends when he
announces that he and Crystal are planning to marry. Dan struggles to accept the unlikely
pairing of Ed and Crystal, especially when Crystal announces that she is pregnant. Dan refuses
to attend their wedding. Gail Mancuso Cordray. Becky storms out of the house and goes to
Jackie's after being grounded for lying about seeing Mark. He has no lines of dialogue and his
name is not listed in the end credits. Roseanne anticipates a special Valentine's Day gift from
Dan; Darlene is disappointed when her crush instead invites Becky to a school dance.
Roseanne lends more than moral support when Jackie lands a part in the community-theater
presentation of Cyrano de Bergerac. Jackie finds herself unprepared when she has to step in for
the sick lead actress. Dan discovers that Mark and Becky rode Dan's vintage motorcycle
without permission, and that Mark tinkered with the engine. Feeling betrayed, especially after
defending her earlier, Dan gives Becky the silent treatment. Roseanne confronts Mark about his
true intentions. Roseanne meets her new neighbors, Kathy and Jerry Bowman and their young
son, Todd. Kathy is snobby and aloof to Roseanne, while Jerry and Dan hit it off, and D. After a
particularly nasty argument with Kathy, Roseanne has to eat some crow for D. Roseanne
assists Crystal in her Lamaze classes. After Dan's near-fatal accident at work, DJ follows him
around obsessively. Jackie is upset and offended to learn that Roseanne and Dan intend to
leave the kids to Crystal and Ed if they should die. When Darlene is invited to the school dance,
Roseanne brings home fancy dresses for her to try on, annoying Darlene. Meanwhile, it is
evaluation time at work for Roseanne and Bonnie, but the inspector seems more interested in
seducing Leon. Roseanne and Bonnie learn that Leon is gay when his boyfriend stops by the
restaurant. The Conners host a Mother's Day barbecue. Note: This is the final appearance of Jay
O. Sanders as Ziggy. Andrew D. Amy Sherman and Jennifer Heath. While the Conners are
preparing to open their own bike shop, Becky seeks birth control advice from Jackie, who
encourages Becky to also talk to Roseanne. Becky later confides to her mother that she has
already slept with Mark. Dan and Roseanne, working hour days, leave Becky in charge at home,
causing friction between Becky and Darlene. DJ starts to feel neglected. This episode features
the first appearance of Dan Butler as Art. Jackie is horrified to wake up in bed with Arnie after a
drunken fling. Roseanne tries endlessly to return DJ's new dog to its owner. Dan and his pals
discover Leon's gay when they invite him to their poker game. Jackie decides to start a new
career as a professional truck driver. Darlene slips into a depressive state, constantly spending
time alone. Meanwhile, Becky has her eye on a motor scooter from Dan's shop. Maxine
Lapiduss and Martin Mull. Roseanne witnesses the Bowmans' possessions being donated to
what she believes is charity while the Bowmans are out-of-town. Kathy Bowman is furious that
Roseanne watched without realizing the house was being robbed. Bob Hope makes a cameo
appearance during the end credits of this episode. Note: This episode marks the final
appearance of George Clooney as Booker. Roseanne and Dan have a fight when she feels
neglected and pulls him out of a lucky craps game. Roseanne is upset that Dan would rather
play craps than spend a romantic night together. She and Nancy get drunk and walk into a
Wayne Newton impersonator performance, unaware she is heckling the real Wayne Newton who
is making a surprise on-stage appearance. After Arnie and Nancy's wedding, they offer Dan and
Roseanne the chance to renew their vows. Roseanne resumes smoking to cope with her
stressful lifeâ€”then tries to hide the renewed habit from her family. Roseanne is thrilled when
Darlene gets a B on a school report until she learns that Becky actually wrote it for her. During
Thanksgiving dinner, Roseanne and Jackie discover their father has been having an affair for 20
years that their mother has known about. Darlene hides out in her room and refuses to open up
to anyone except Nana Mary. Jackie and Roseanne head to Kansas City to meet their father's
mistress. Dan goes to beat up Becky's boss for being grossly disrespectful to her, but finds that
Mark has beaten him to it. Roseanne and Jackie are the new Santa and Mrs. Claus at Rodbell's;

while on duty, Roseanne meets Darlene's new friend Karen She is resentful that Darlene refused
to open up to her but has shared her writing with Karen. Roseanne wins a game and quickly
becomes addicted, which sparks a fight with Crystal. But Crystal's real story is that she is
pregnant again and already feels overwhelmed raising Little Ed and her teenage son while Ed is
often away on business. Bev arrives in time to help with DJ's 10th birthday, after Roseanne
throws her back out. Dan is thrilled to spoil his kids when he buys DJ a Super Nintendo as a
birthday present and strikes a car-buying deal with Becky, but his plans are upset when Bev
beats him to the punch. When Becky breaks up with Mark, she begins to date a new boy, Dean,
to whom Dan takes a liking. Roseanne and Dan are furious when they learn that Darlene skipped
school to attend a comic book convention in Chicago with David. Jackie and Roseanne return to
their vacant childhood home and relive painful memories about their abusive father. The
Conners are picked for a Rodbell's commercial, much to Darlene's embarrassment. Leon and
his partner break up. The Bowmans are moving back to Chicago. Darlene mouths off about a
girl at school, and Roseanne accompanies Jackie to her therapist. Darlene bypasses Roseanne
for advice on David. Roseanne is anxious about a lie detector test in her workplace. Roseanne
and Bonnie feud over who will manage the coffee shop, the feud causing Roseanne and Jackie
to miss Crystals daughter being born, but both learn it is closing down in three weeks. Darlene
tells David to stop crowding her. Lawrence H. Depressed because Becky still will not see him,
Mark gets drunk at the Lobo Lounge and puts his fist through the jukebox. Dan tends to him,
then must lie to Roseanne and Becky. Determined to attend a faraway rock concert, Becky and
Darlene attempt to soften up Roseanne with a Mother's-Day spa-pampering. Roseanne is
thrilled until she discovers their ulterior motive. Roseanne grounds D. She chides Dan for
always leaving the kids' punishments up to her. Dan then cooks up a unique punishment for
Becky and Darlene for their duplicity after confronting them. DJ's spelling-bee triumph is a
welcome bright spot as Rodbell's luncheonette closes down and Dan's bike shop continues its
slow descent. Meanwhile, Nancy is heartbroken when Arnie leaves her, especially when he
claims he was abducted by aliens. Roseanne and Dan adjust to losing their bike shop while
seeking new jobs. Meanwhile, when Mark receives a great job offer in Minneapolis , he and
Becky elope. Becky returns home to collect her belongings, while Roseanne struggles to accept
her daughter's marriage and tries to cheer-up Dan after he closes the bike shop. Dan avoids
talking to Becky. Eric Gilliland and Mike Gandolfi. The Conners' electricity is cut off when they
cannot pay the bill. Darlene and David stay up all night in Darlene's bedroom working on their
comic book. When Roseanne and Dan do not believe Darlene when she insists they did not
sleep together, she lashes out, feeling punished for Becky's mistakes. Dan phones Becky,
finally thawing the ice between them. This episode concludes by breaking the fourth wall with
Roseanne and Laurie Metcalf wrestling over the Emmy award that Metcalf won. John Goodman
eventually joined in before they all ran offstage and out a studio door accompanied by Tom
Arnold. Jackie starts dating Fisher, a much younger guy played by Metcalf's real-life
then-husband Matt Roth. Amy Sherman. Roseanne and Jackie decide to open a diner with
Nancy, using the money that Bev gave them. Molly complains to Darlene about D. Note: Zoe
Perry , Laurie Metcalf's real-life daughter, makes a cameo appearance as a young Jackie in
flashback. Roseanne and Jackie are shocked to discover that Nancy is a lesbian. Roseanne
thinks she is getting old when Bev moves into a retirement community. Roseanne, working a
late shift at the diner alone, is threatened by an aggressive customer, prompting the girls to take
a self-defense class. When Arnie wants to return to Nancy, he learns she is a lesbian. Note:
Lecy Goranson appears in this episode's opening scene, marking her final appearance as
Becky until the season eight premiere. Robert Borden and Norm Macdonald. Fisher offers to
coach D. Jackie breaks up with Fisher because she fears him leaving her for a younger woman.
When Roseanne convinces Jackie to get back together with him, she moves in with him. Bruce
Rasmussen. The Connors are called to DJ's school to discuss the "obscene" reading material
he brought to class. Dan and Roseanne are shocked to learn it is one of Darlene and David's
comic books. Later, Darlene accidentally walks in on Jackie in D. Roseanne presses Jackie for
an explanation and learns that Fisher assaulted her. Dan beats up Fisher and lands in jail. Ed
Begley, Jr. Brice Beckham Mr. Belvedere appears. Note: This episode marks the final
appearance of Matt Roth as Fisher. Note: Country music star Loretta Lynn appears in this
episode. Roseanne and Jackie's father dies. His mistress, Joan, shows up for the funeral,
causing friction between Roseanne and Jackie and a confrontation with Bev. Roseanne is upset
that her father never regretted his abusive behavior. Joan tells Roseanne her dad thought he
was a wonderful father and she feels Roseanne and Jackie were ungrateful to him. Note: Joan
Collins appears as Ronnie, Roseanne's estranged cousin. Darlene begs Roseanne to let David
move in with them. Roseanne relents only after she sees first-hand his abusive mother's
treatment toward him. Rosanne is in a tizzy when she is unable to find her wedding ring,

unaware that Dan secretly borrowed it to have it redesigned as a 20th anniversary gift.
Roseanne poses for a sexy photograph to give to Dan but is angry when he has to work on their
anniversary night, unaware he took the temporary job to pay for the ring. Bill Maher appears in
this episode. Philip Charles MacKenzie. Dan remodels an old house to sell for a profit. When the
buyer backs out at the last minute, Dan might lose his own home after business partner, Roger,
runs out on him and the bill for the building materials Dan bought on credit comes due. Jackie,
currently living with Bev at the retirement home, makes a big decision. Chris Farley has an
uncredited cameo in this episode. Dan accidentally knocks out Roseanne's tooth the day the
health inspector, who turns out to be her old boss, Leon, visits the restaurant. After Darlene and
David consummate their relationship, Darlene gets accepted to a Chicago art school, but David
is turned down. Bob Odenkirk appears in this episode. Roseanne and Dan agree to let Darlene
attend school in Chicago; D. Roseanne is upset when Darlene refuses to let her mother drive
her to Chicago for school. Desperate to keep Darlene from leaving, David proposes marriage,
which Darlene declines as a crazy idea. Roseanne insists on taking Darlene to Chicago, and
ends up spending the night in Darlene's new apartment where they engage in a
mother-daughter talk. Eric Gilliland. Roseanne and Jackie have had their fill of Bev at the
Lunchbox, so Bev agrees to step aside, but secretly sells her share to Leon, Roseanne's old
boss. Elsewhere, Fred, Dan's co-worker at the garage, asks Jackie out for a date, marking his
first appearance in the series. Roseanne orchestrates a weekend at home for David and Darlene
in hopes of getting them back together. When Darlene discovers her mother's plan, she and DJ
team up to plot revenge. Also, DJ has been skipping school, so Darlene covers for him, though
Roseanne soon suspects something is going on. Jackie refuses to date Fred again after their
one-night stand. Roseanne punishes David after finding a bag of marijuana in David's room.
David, thinking it is Darlene's, covers for her by saying it is his. Darlene suspects it must belong
to Becky. Dan realizes that it is his and Roseanne's year-old stash, so they and Jackie, when left
alone in the house, indulge once more for old times' sake. Roseanne has been trying
unsuccessfully for months to get pregnant, but it is Jackie who announces that she is expecting
after her one-night stand with Fred. Nancy thinks Dan dislikes her, and Roseanne soon realizes
she is right. Darlene and David scheme to terrify Roseanne on Halloween. Darlene returns home
and realizes how much David misses her. After Darlene leaves, David tells Roseanne and Dan
that he is moving back in with his mother in another town when in reality he moves in with
Darlene in Chicago. Roseanne and Dan learn that DJ has begun masturbating and struggle
figuring how to deal with it. Dan has lunch with old flame Phyllis Zimmer mentioned in the
1st-season episode " The Memory Game " , and has trouble keeping it from Roseanne. Vicki
Lawrence appears in this episode. Nana Mary embarrasses a heavily pregnant Jackie and also
reveals a secret about Bev's marriage; Becky prepares the holiday feast; and Dan and Mark
squabble. James Berg and Stan Zimmerman. Roseanne's suspicions that Leon is usurping her
position at the Lunch Box are cast aside by Nancy and Jackie but ultimately prove to be true.
Roseanne and Dan go all out for Christmas in indignant reaction to their neighborhood
association's limits on exterior decorations after the Conners' previous tacky efforts. Roseanne
and Dan are angry that Becky uses the money earmarked for Becky's education to instead pay
for Mark's trade school tuition. Becky further annoys them by taking a job as a skimpily-clad
waitress at "Bunz" a veiled reference to "Hooters". When Bev and D. Leon pushes Roseanne to
join a women's business association so she can network to help the diner. Roseanne presses
D. Dan discovers Mark has dropped out of trade school when he catches him hanging out at the
Lobo. Mark wants to leave Becky because he thinks he is not good enough for her. Becky
blames Roseanne for making her push Mark to go to school. In Chicago, Darlene and David's
relationship is becoming strained from being together all the time. Roseanne drives to Chicago
and brings David back, then hides the truth from Dan. Roseanne blackmails David into being
her live-in "maid" in exchange for saying nothing to Dan about David and Darlene's living
arrangement. However, David feels guilty and confesses the truth to Dan, who reacts by angrily
throwing him out of the house; Roseanne persuades pregnant Jackie to temporarily take David
in. Becky pressures Dan to hiring Mark for a job at the city garage. Jackie refuses any money
from Fred for the baby, forcing him to secretly slip cash into her tip jar. Jackie's house buzzes
with activity as Roseanne hides David from Dan who, in the heat of anger over David's duplicity,
suggests to Fred that he sue Jackie for custody of their baby. Darlene returns to make peace,
only to find that Dan blames David for the entire situation. Fred sues Jackie for custody of their
unborn baby, leaving Jackie upset when served with the papers. Dan tries to cover up that the
lawsuit was his suggestion. Even when Fred is willing to drop the lawsuit, Jackie treats him like
garbage, thinking this is just some ploy to get together with her. Roseanne furiously derides
Jackie for how cruel she's being, saying that not all men are like Fisher or their father, two men
who hurt her, and that her crusade of hatred towards men will only hurt her more. It got through

as Jackie and Fred end up together. Roseanne is the life of the party at a gay bar until Nancy's
girlfriend kisses her. One of Becky's old boyfriends gives Mark a reason to distrust her.
Roseanne is upset that Jackie wants Fred in the delivery room instead of her. But she is the one
who is there when the contractions start, having delayed contacting Fred, who barely makes it
to the hospital in time. Jackie gives birth to a son she names Andy. When Dan's father misses
an alimony payment to Dan's mother, Dan feels he has to give her money. Fred quizzes Jackie
about her sexual history, then regrets asking. Roseanne helps Dan cope with life-altering news:
his mother has a life-long history of mental illness and psychiatric-hospital stays that he never
knew about. Ed had let Dan grow up believing her imbalance was Ed's fault, making his mother
look good in Dan's eyes. Dan grapples with accepting that Ed was not the bad father he
believed him to be. He then gives Roseanne grief about morals when she wants to keep an extra
stove that was delivered to the diner in error. Jesco White makes a cameo appearance, clogg
dancing during the end credits. When Bev breaks her pelvis at the retirement home, she claims
she fell in the shower but Roseanne discovers the real story. Fred pops the question to Jackie.
Mark and David struggle with the concept of feminism, also using it to curry favor with their
partners. Fred asks Roseanne's advice on proposing to Jackie, then studies Jackie's favorite
soap opera for tips. Roseanne demands passion from Dan, but turns to fantasy instead. Fred
and Jackie consider calling off the wedding because Fred thinks Jackie has a crush on Dan.
When Fred realizes he is wrong, he begs Jackie to marry him. Fred and Jackie marry in the
Conners' living room. Dan is fed up having so many people living in the house and wants Becky
and Mark to move out. Roseanne agrees until Becky says she and Mark are trying to get
pregnant. Fred rebels against Jackie overly protecting the baby. After a fight, she and the baby
go to Roseanne's. When everyone learns that Dan shaved his armpits due to a cyst Dan storms
off to stay with Fred. Jackie and Fred make up and Roseanne tells Dan she gave Becky and
Mark until May to move out, then announces she is pregnant. Jackie spots Darlene's car at a
motel and tells Roseanne, who thinks Darlene and David broke their promise to abstain from
having sex. Roseanne is shocked that Darlene was at the motel with Jimmy and says that David
accepts her having another relationship. When David later gives Darlene an ultimatum about
Jimmy, she chooses Jimmy, and they break-up. Dan admits to Jackie his fears about having
another baby. Jackie reassure him by saying he always reacts this way, but when Dan confides
his fears to Roseanne, she lashes out at him. She later tells Jackie she is also scared. Jackie
convinces her to confide in Dan. She tries, but ends up comforting Dan like always. David is
devastated after breaking-up with Darlene. Roseanne encourages him to move on, but to
retaliate he tells Roseanne about Darlene using drugs. Roseanne and Dan confront Darlene
when she comes home, though she initially denies it; David reveals he saw her using and feels
she will again. Roseanne is furious and refuses to allow Darlene to return to college. Darlene
convinces Dan she will not do it again, but Roseanne is adamant she stay home until she
realizes David wants to keep Darlene there for his own selfish reasons. Though she cannot trust
Darlene, Roseanne lets her return to school. Becky and Mark are arguing constantly and
Roseanne finds out from Jackie that Mark has been uninterested in sex. Jackie tells Roseanne
about her own sexual problems with Fred while Roseanne confides Dan's unusual attempts to
get her in the mood. Roseanne encourages David to get out and meet girls but he is
uninterested. Fred initiates an open discussion with Dan and Mark about their sex lives but all
three end up knowing more than they care to. Roseanne talks to Becky about Mark, and is
surprised Becky has been talking to David about her marital woes. David considers moving out
after Becky discovers he had a sex dream that she thinks it is about her. When D. Roseanne is
at first upset until Dan admits he had a similar dream about Bev when he and Roseanne started
dating. David tells Roseanne considers her a mother figure, and Roseanne believes the dream
was about his desire for affection. Becky seems disappointed when Roseanne tells her about
David, and admits she is confused about her feelings for him. Fred is annoyed by Leon's overly
friendly attention toward him, leading Nancy and Leon to think that Fred "doth protest too
much. Roseanne thinks Bev is bald after Jackie points out a wig at Bev's hair salon that looks
exactly like their mother's hair. David starts dating again, but is upset when Mark reveals that
Darlene and Jimmy are moving in together. Roseanne schemes to get D. She tells Dan that DJ
needs to learn a work ethic, but this backfires when Dan gives DJ a job at the city garage,
forcing Roseanne to admit that she really wants to spend more time with her son. Jimmy
confronts David, saying he knows David lied about being Darlene's peer counselor. David then
pretends to be gay and is interested in him. Darlene arrives and is furious to find out that
"Craig" is David. J, is being bullied at school and Dan offers to teach him how to fight. David
wants Dan to teach him how to fight, but Roseanne he only wants to impress Darlene, because
Jimmy Danny Masterson is a boxer. She wants Dan to encourage David to feel good about
himself which Dan struggles with. Jackie and Roseanne head to Chicago to meet Jimmy.

Roseanne dislikes Jimmy, and tells Jackie she wants David and Darlene back together. Jackie
objects to Bev spending so much time at the house and is and baffled that Fred enjoys her
company. Roseanne, believing D. She tells Roseanne that D. Roseanne confronts D. When he
refuses, Dan supports his decision. After an argument with Chuck James Pickens, Jr. Roseanne
confronts her own bigotry when a man comes to the Lunchbox at closing time. Roseanne
refuses to let him in until he identifies himself as Gina's father. He angrily confronts Roseanne,
and leaves her wondering if she feared letting him because he was a man or because he was
black. During the Thanksgiving feast, Roseanne receives potentially alarming news about her
pregnancy that she is unable to confirm with the prenatal clinic. As she and Dan consider their
options if something is wrong, friction erupts between them. Nana Mary, with a feeble new
husband on her arm, upsets Bev by discussing the two abortions she had long ago. As
Roseanne and Dan anxiously await the results about her pregnancy, D. The doctor gives them
good news, but the celebration is dimmed by another fight. They fight over who should handle
the problem, causing to Dan feel Roseanne does not respect his parenting skills. Mark finally
tells Dan that the problem is that D. Dan advises D. But Roseanne is not satisfied with this
solution and tries to do better by telling D. Michael Borkow and Danny Zuker. The elderly nudist
couple next door tell the Conners that they are perverted for spying on them, so they plant a
hedge. David's coffee-time with Becky worries Mark, so he enlists Darlene's help. After being
arrested for drunk-driving, Bev is forced to attend an AA meeting, where she realizes she is
indeed an alcoholic. This proves catastrophic. Roseanne lies about the doctor putting her on
total bedrest so everyone will wait on her. David discovers her deception, and Jackie confronts
Bev about her terrible mothering. Fred becomes annoyed when D. Jackie confronts Roseanne
about it, wanting to avoid conflict with Fred, only to walk into it with Roseanne. Meanwhile, Dan
plans Roseanne's birthday celebration with their daughters. Jackie confronts Fred about their
boring sex life. Jackie spends time, though not romantically, with a man she met through Stacy.
Dan sees them at the Lobo and confronts Jackie, pointing out that if she does not tell Fred what
she is doing, then it amounts to cheating. In the first part of this one-hour clip show special, a
young Roseanne and Jackie go to a fortuneteller to learn their futures. They find Jackie taking
an adult, autistic D. In the second half, sitcom moms point the parenting finger at Rosey.
Roseanne and Dan enlist D. Fred and Jackie's marital woes escalate. Becky and Mark move into
a tacky trailer park , where they are greeted by a tipsy neighbor Sharon Stone. Jackie and Fred
see a marriage counselor Ellen DeGeneres about their anger issues. Roseanne discovers that
David likes someone other than Darlene; the two reconcile after much poking and prodding. The
Conners are chosen as a Nielsen family. Roseanne's nesting instincts disrupt the family routine.
Jackie and Fred's marriage comes to an end. Roseanne encourages Dan to go back to working
on the boat in the garage, bringing on a massive Gilligan's Island fantasy, transforming family
members into the sitcom's characters. Becky and Darlene feud over Roseanne's baby shower
when Becky ends up doing most of the work. Note: This episode marks Lecy Goranson 's return
to the series as Becky. Jackie has a bee in her bonnet over Roseanne feeding Andy junkfood.
Dan is upset because DJ's image of him includes a can of beer. When a new, more classy
restaurant opens opposite the Lunchbox, Roseanne declares war. Pat Harrington, Jr. Eric
Gilliland and Daniel Palladino. The temptation to crash a stranger's bar mitzvah at a local hotel
is too much for Roseanne as she drags Dan out on the town for a "last hurrah" before the baby
is born. Roseanne and Lois Bromfield. On Halloween, Roseanne reigns as "Queen of the
Gypsies, consort of wizards and seer of souls. She delivers a baby boy, Jerry Garcia Conner.
The Conners find themselves going back in time in this spoof of s sitcoms shot mostly in black
and white : Roseanne's a fussy hausfrau, Dan is a hapless businessman stewing over "the
Anderson account", and Jackie's the wacky neighbor. Jackie and Roseanne's shopping trip with
Jerry turns into a version of Thelma and Louise when they pick up a teenage hitchhiker and run
a trucker off the road. Jenna Elfman appears as the hitchhiker. When DJ's teacher gives his
students free rein, the class Thanksgiving pageant takes on a decidedly modern, Pulp Fiction
twist that offends many parents, but not the Conners. Roseanne invites some new Native
American friends over for Thanksgiving, and they celebrate the holiday their way. Dan's old
bandmates John Popper roll into Lanford to perform a concert, giving Dan a dose of regret,
infused with a tad of depression. Roseanne talks the band into giving Dan a little stage time,
which he fully enjoys. While Roseanne narrates a video time capsule for her unborn child,
Becky and Darlene find Dan and Roseanne's old love letters. Scott and Leon have trouble
planning their wedding until Roseanne offers to take over for free. Leon's cold feet and
self-doubt about his sexuality factor into the planning. Jackie realizes her hidden talent as a
supermarket samplesperson as she and Roseanne take jobs at a grocery store. The sisters
quickly become competitive. After the Conners receive a small inheritance from Great-Aunt
Harriet, they decide to go out for a nice dinner, with their spending limits firmly set until Darlene

unexpectedly pops in and wants to join them. Meanwhile, D. Darlene alienates the family by
hurling insults, until the family finally bites back. Mark tries to cheer up a depressed Becky by
inviting family and friends over for a surprise get-together, though it will take much more to lift
her spirits. Roseanne talks to Becky as everything at the party goes wrong. Becky admits she
wants more out of life, which Roseanne supports, but is unaware that Becky's plans may
change her marital status. While Nana Mary amuses Roseanne and Jackie with a box of their
childhood treasures, they take a walk down memory lane, discovering that Roseanne was
always the queen to Jackie's minion status. Jackie finds her long-lost doll, "Mrs. Tuttle," that
she thought had been 'doll-napped'. Roseanne tries to pin the disappearance on a napping
Nana Mary, but Nana Mary reveals the truth. When Dan's buddies show up with a great new job
prospect for the old dry wall crew, Dan must decide between keeping a secure but boring job at
the garage or making a bid on a huge construction project. Meanwhile, Jackie gets hooked up to
the Internet: her initial reluctance quickly vanishes and David soon needs to intervene as Jackie
becomes addicted. The family goes hog-wild with excitement as they plan to travel to Disney
World Dan brings home his final paycheck from the Lanford City Garage. Fireworks and fanfare
accompany the Conners on a whirlwind tour of the magical kingdom of Disney World. Darlene
becomes practically euphoric when she meets Winnie the Pooh. After strict orders from Dan,
David finally moves out and lands a job at a second-rate theme park in Lanford. During training,
he becomes transformed into an eerily smiling automaton. The episode's name is a reference to
Springtime for Hitler , a musical play within the Broadway musical, "The Producers. Just weeks
after their hot night in Disney World , Darlene proposes to David and announces that she is
pregnant. After an impromptu TV interview at the diner goes spectacularly well, Roseanne
prepares to "Wake Up Chicago" on a morning TV talk show with Jackie as her manager as a
news commentator with a unique and "opinionated blue-collar outlook". Meanwhile, David plans
for his and Darlene's wedding, but offends Bev as well. Bev's smitten with her passionate
ballroom-dance instructor, but he flirts with the newly-divorced Jackie. Dan suffers a heart
attack at Darlene and David's wedding. Roseanne tries in vain to be cool at the hospital. Dan's
hospital room is the venue for Darlene and David's scaled-down wedding reception. Dan returns
home to strict diet regime and other rules that he soon violates behind Roseanne's back. When
she finds out, it leads to a huge argument, unleashing old resentments and them trashing the
house due to their suppressed anger. Roseanne walks out, and her and Dan's marriage may
collapse. Regretting breaking the rules and fighting with Roseanne, Dan fixes the house after
the huge fight and leaves a ton of messages on Jackie's answering machine. Later, Jackie
convinces Roseanne that Dan and Roseanne were meant for each other and, when she is finally
alone with Andy and Jerry, makes a shocking discovery about her lottery ticket after watching
the lottery drawings on TV. Nancy Steen and Cynthia Mort. The lottery ticket mentioned in the
last episode is a winner. Amid the press bombardment, the family ponders what to do with all
that money. With a full dinner table and a home-cooked meal, Roseanne daydreams about the
lottery winnings; from a riot on the Jerry Springer Show to a glamorous photo shoot with Jackie
and Hugh Hefner. Dan announces that he's going to visit his mother in California. Jackie and
Roseanne wait out the Conner house's renovation at a spa. Carrie Snow and Janet Leahy.
Prince Carlos Charmaine Jim Varney from Moldavia , visits Jackie, with whom he's enamored
after seeing her on television. Roseanne warns Jackie to remain distant, until Leon discovers
that he's really a prince. Roseanne and Jackie's spa trip subjects them to a strict diet, acid
peels, skin toxins, and exhausting hikes. Tammy Faye Messner appears in this episode. Leif
Sandaas and Debbie Kasper. When she finds the family's stash of "happy pills," Roseanne
teaches them to scream out their anger. Dana Gould appears in this episode. Gary Halvorson.
Gaylor and Betsy Salkind. Bakshmi from women-hating terrorists on a train to Washington D.
Steven Seagal appears in this episode. Roseanne, Jackie, and the family finally arrive home
after all the excitement. Roseanne is disappointed that Dan has not returned from his trip. Her
Thanksgiving dinner is being catered, so she and Jackie open the Lunch Box as a soup kitchen.
Bev reveals more than she intended during the Thanksgiving feast. Dan still is not home, and
Roseanne worries about how he will react to all the changes she has made to the house.
Elsewhere, Bev seeks answers from her free-spirited mother, Mary, who finally mends her
relationship with her daughter. Dan returns home, but he treats Roseanne coolly. Jackie
overhears him having an intimate conversation on the phone with his mother's nurse. Roseanne
kicks out Dan over his affair with his mother's nurse, though her decision devastates her. A
depressed Roseanne avoids Dan and drives around town eating fast food and listening to radio
shows. She believes Dan had an affair because of her appearance. As Dan packs his bags to
leave, he and D. An angry D. Dan is about to head back to California, but cancels his flight and
moves into a motel. A depressed Roseanne locks herself and Jerry in her bedroom, drowning
her sorrow with fattening foods, trashy magazines, and TV. Friends and family attempt to get

her out, but they ultimately fail until Mark tells her that Dan has not left town and wants her
back. Roseanne and Jackie attend an exquisite luncheon where they discuss politics and other
topics with Lanford's elite. Roseanne meets Edgar Wellman James Brolin , son of the owner of
Roseanne and Jackie's former workplace, and Edgar asks Roseanne for money to help keep
Wellman Plastics open--it fell into decline after the sisters left in April Winchell. Jackie believes
that Roseanne and Edgar Wellman are an item for real--they are not, although Roseanne wishes
they were. Roseanne claims their relationship is only about business; Jackie does not believe
her. Roseanne dreams that the couple are from the movie Evita. Jackie confirms it, but
Roseanne returns to Dan. As they reconcile, they receive a call from Jackie: Darlene is in labor
and has been given a drug to stop her from delivering a premature baby. Darlene gives birth to a
dangerously premature baby girl, Harris Conner Healy. Roseanne consults other doctors from
around the world, but what ultimately keeps the baby alive is Roseanne's own grandmotherly
love and nurturing. Roseanne and Jackie learn that producers want to make a TV-movie about
the Conners, but also find out that they want to make distressingly drastic changes: gorgeous
actors to play the Conners, fewer blue-collar plot twists, etc. Meanwhile, Bev, Leon, and Joyce
naively reveal all kinds of information about Roseanne's life and past to a tabloid reporter. Dan's
mother Audrey now played by Debbie Reynolds , before played by Ann Wedgeworth in the
Thanksgiving episode , visits unexpectedly and keeps trying to kill her son for putting her away
for so many years. Roseanne finally decides to end it all with a simple backyard battle. Harris
Conner Healy, Darlene and David's preemie daughter, finally arrives home, and Darlene decides
to stay in the Conner nest for a while and DJ begrudgingly gives up his room and heads for
David's former space in the basement. When Mark and Becky come to visit Harris, it is revealed
that they too are expecting; Mark wants to spread the news, but Becky opts to keep it quiet until
things are going more smoothly with Harris. Darlene is apprehensive about overstaying their
welcome but when she questions her mother, Roseanne says she wants them to stay forever.
Darlene would like that too, so she's relieved. Leon and his husband announce that they will be
adopting a little girl
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, Nadia, who needs a family. In the first half, the family talks about life after winning the lottery.
Then Roseanne reflects about her fictional life as a voiceover monologue reveals that the show
itself has really been her writing. She says that while the book she was writing was based on
her life, she changed what she didn't like. For instance: in reality, the Conners did not win the
lottery; Dan had in real life died of the heart attack he suffered the day of Darlene and David's
wedding; Jackieâ€”not Bevâ€”was gay; and Mark and Darlene, and Becky and David, were the
Conner-Healy couples. In the final moments, after looking over her book and telling the
audience about her depression after Dan's death and how the difficult birth of the baby snapped
her back into reality, she goes upstairs and sits on the couch. As the show fades to black,
Phoebe Snow sings the theme song one last time and Roseanne's trademark laugh is heard one
last time. Morgan Murphy. Season 1 " Keep On Truckin' ".

